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A Collaborative Effort to Learn How 

Long Painting Takes



How long does it really take to paint a
bedroom?

There is one factor that will likely never change in the painting industry:
projects require people to prep surfaces and apply coatings (we're not quite
ready for robots just yet).

With this in mind, it's important to understand the amount of time it takes
people to paint, and here's why...

Not only is this information helpful for giving your team feedback, it also leads
to better understanding of how to estimate and produce projects more
effectively.



Although people have varying skill levels, there isn't a drastic difference from
one person to another. We believe that with enough data (lots of it), we can
solve the burning question of how much time on average does it take to paint
different surfaces for repaint projects... once and for all.

In partnership with the PCA, we are forming a group of like-minded painting
contractors who want to help answer this question by timing their painters and
sharing their data. 

Keep reading to learn why you won't want to miss this once in a lifetime
opportunity! 

Let's find the answer, together

https://www.pcapainted.org/


Innovative Community
Learn directly from painting industry leaders and build relationships with
fellow painters through a private Facebook group. 

Why should you get involved?

Besides the obvious (yes, helping the painting community), check out the other
benefits you'll get by participating in this project! 

Exclusive Access
We will combine all the data contributed and provide you with an exclusive
sheet of time-based rates. This information is pure gold for estimating
painting projects! 

Produce Effectively
Learn how to build better estimates and work orders for your team so you
can produce projects more effectively, and profitably. (cha-ching!)

Improved Development
Coach and train your painters based on numbers you can trust. This is an
opportunity to stay accountable and make improvements to your business. 

Marketing Content:
Capture photos and videos throughout the process so you can build content
for social media and marketing purposes. Now's the perfect time to get
your before & after shots!



Get involved today!

With the winter season approaching, bedrooms are the perfect place to start
timing your painters. Click the button below to sign up - we'll be hosting
upcoming webinars to further explain the project details.

JOIN NOW!

https://paintscout.ac-page.com/bedroom-project

